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*e behavior of hybrid nanofluid and stagnation point flow toward a stretched surface along with melting heat transfer, second-
order slip, electric field, and magnetic field effect is investigated in this study. Hybrid nanoparticles alumina (Al2O3) and copper
(Cu) are considered with the base fluids water (H2O). *e PDEs with corresponding boundary constraints are transformed into a
set of nonlinear ODEs using similarities transformation. *e set of nonlinear ODEs are analyzed analytically using semianalytical
method HAM in Mathematica software. Dual solution is determined which relaying on the emerging parameters included
magnetic field, volume fractions, electric field, dimensionless surface velocity slip factors, Eckert number, and Prandtl number.
*e results are shown in the velocity and temperature curves as well as skin friction coefficient and local Nusselt number. *e
analysis shows that velocity profile is an increasing function of slip parameter, electric field, while reducing function of magnetic
field. Temperature profile is an increasing function of magnetic field parameter, electric field parameter, volume fraction pa-
rameter, and Eckert number, while reducing function of Prandtl number.*emain outcomes are as follows that hybrid nanofluids
are higher thermal properties as compared to conventional fluids. As a result, hybrid nanofluid has numerous uses in engineering
cosmetics, automotive industry, home industry, for cancer treatment, food packaging, pharmaceuticals, fabrics, paper plastics,
paints, ceramics, food colorants, and soaps as well.

1. Introduction

A conventional fluid like ethylene glycol and water has less
value of thermal conductivity. Additions of nanosized
particle improved thermal characteristics of ordinary fluids.
Due to its exceptional thermophysical characteristic, a new
class of fluids known as hybrid nanofluid is being used in a
wide range of technical application. Hybrid nanofluids are
advanced types of nanofluids that are made up of two
distinct nanoparticles mixed together with a base fluid. Due
to its thermal properties, hybrid nanofluids have become a
new dawn for the young researcher and academics who have
begun to explore hybrid nanofluids in solar energy. Math-
ematical modeling and its analysis contributed a lot to in-
spect natural phenomena in different fields of research [1–5].

*e literature of heat absorption or generation of hybrid
nanoparticles is rich, and many researchers contributed to
study this phenomenon. Verma et al. [6] compute energy
and energy efficiencies in flat plate solar collectors
employing copper oxides (CuO)/MWCNTs (multiwall
carbon nanotubes) and magnesium oxides (MgO)/
MWCNTs nanofluid. Chen et al. [7] investigated the use of
CuO/ATO (antimony-doped tin oxide) hybrid nanofluid in
solar energy applications. *e properties of MWCNTs-Ag/
SiO2 hybrid nanofluid in solar energy industry are inves-
tigated by Zeng et al. [8]. *e authors selected these com-
binations due to greater absorption radiations of MWCNTs
(multiwall carbon nanotubes). It is shown that multiwall
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) are more efficient as com-
pared to Ag/SiO2. Xuan et al. [9] investigate the effect of
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concentration on temperature using plasmonic hybrid
nanofluid, namely, TiO2-Ag/water in a solar energy ab-
sorption. *e addition of nanoparticles to the refrigerant
improved heat transmission and resulted in a high heat
transfer coefficient for refrigeration systems. Viscosity and
thermal conductivity are essential aspects to find out the
performance of nanorefrigerants against ordinary water
fluids. To test refrigeration system’s performance, the re-
searchers utilized different nanorefrigerants instead of tra-
ditional fluids. *e efficiency of heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems in refrigerant is improved by
using nanoparticles. Different techniques are utilized for this
motivation like ultrasonic agitation and magnetic force
agitation. Experimental tests are performed by Bi et al. [10]
to determine boiling heat transfer characteristics of R22
refrigerants along Al2O3 nanoparticle. According to find-
ings, the inclusion of nanoparticles enhanced refrigerant
heat transmission while reducing the size of bubbles that
move rapidly along heat transfer surface. Ahmed and Elsaid
[11] investigate characteristics of vapor compression re-
frigeration with chilled water air conditioning. *e purpose
of heat exchangers is to transfer heat from hot fluids to cool
fluids, and the use of nanofluids in heat exchangers is a
recent development. According to researchers and scientists,
the thermal performance of heat exchangers may be con-
siderably improved by improving thermal conductivity of
base fluids. As a result, different fluids like nanofluids and
hybrid nanofluids improve heat exchangers’ thermal per-
formance. *rough the use of tabular heat exchanger,
Madhesh and Kalaiselvam [12] studied heat transfer en-
hancement and rheological behavior of hybrid nanofluid.
Allahyar et al. [13] performed tests using alumina-silver
hybrid nanofluid to measure characteristics and pressure
decrease in helical coil heat exchangers. *e thermal
managements of an automobile’s engine are essential since it
has a direct impact on its efficiency in terms of economy,
materials selections, and pollution control. *e addition of
nanoparticles to engine oil increases vehicle performance as
well as engine cooling.

Ali et al. [14] used alumina-TiO2/oil hybrid nanofluid to
investigate frictional power losses and wear rate in sliding
contacts between piston ring and cylinder. By aggregating all
research of a particular type of nanofluid, Sidik et al. [15]
evaluated a study on motor oil cooling systems. Nanosize
particle which is also cheap in cost and widely accessible may
be employed in mineral oil, which increases dielectric
characteristics of transformers and oil-based electrical
components. Choi et al. [16] utilized Al2O3/AIN trans-
former oil-based nanofluid to improve thermal character-
istic of oils. *e use of nanoparticles in water-cooled nuclear
reactors has potential to significantly enhance system per-
formance in terms of economic costs and safety margins.*e
heat flux in fuel rod plays critical roles in determining the
performance of nuclear reactors because of maximal heat
flow. Boungiorno and Hu [17] observed nanofluids’ essential
heat flow and improved heat transfer in nuclear reactors.
Mousavizadeh et al. [18] explore TiO2/water nanofluid for

evaluating heat transfer properties of the VVER-1000 nu-
clear reactors.

Nanotechnology used at cellular and molecular level has
resulted in significant advancements in health care and life
sciences [19]. In biomedical field, nanofluids and nano-
particles are frequently utilized. Nanoparticles adhere to
tumor cells better than normal cells, and combining impact
of radiation and hypothermia is related to heat created
during the repair process as a result of radiation-induced
DNA damage [20]. *e primary goal of biomedical nano-
technology development is to efficiently monitor and reg-
ulate biological cell activity. Kleinstreuer et al. [21]
developed biomicroelectronics mechanical systems for the
first time. Nanofluids are now finding use in cancer imaging
and medication administration because of their unique
characteristics of nanoparticles. Iron-based nanoparticles
andmagnetic nanofluid are used for guiding tumors through
magnet. As a consequence, cancer therapy can be improved
and afflicted portions can be diagnosed without causing
damage to healthy tissues. In comparison with other metal
nanoparticles, magnetic nanoparticles are frequently utilized
because they may be controlled by magnetic force [22]. Yan
and Liu [23] conducted simulation on phase change bioheat
transfer at cell levels to compare the temperatures of tra-
ditional cryosurgery with nanocryosurgery. Using
Al2O3/water nanoparticle, Mansoury et al. [24] investigate
the performance of parallel flow heat exchanger. *e stag-
nation point flow in hybrid nanofluid across a shrinking
cylinder along slip impact and viscous dissipation was
researched by Ghazali et al. [25]. Alghamdi et al. [26] in-
vestigate hybrid nanofluid MHD flow containing the
medicine through blood vessels. *e movement of nano-
material between two stretchy disks was investigated by Ijaz
Khan and Alzahrani [27]. Gul et al. [28] studied hybrid
nanoparticle flow in the conical gap between the cone and
the surface of a spinning disk. Ghadikolaei et al. [29] in-
vestigate the thermophysical characteristics of
TiO2 − Cu/H2O hybrid nanoliquid using Lorentz force. *e
problems of heat transfer of aluminum oxide and copper
hybrid nanoparticles are numerically studied by Tayebi and
Chamkha [30]. Besides, Waini et al. [31] consider hybrid
nanofluid flow and heat transfer over a permeable biaxial
stretching/shrinking sheet. Moreover, the problems of a
hybrid nanofluid flowwith the influence of various emerging
parameters are also considered bymany researchers [32–36].

*e aim of the present study is to investigate a steady
two-dimensional boundary layer MHD hybrid nanofluid
and stagnation point flow toward a stretching surface with
melting heat transfer and second-order slip. Here, Al2O3
and Cu are considered as the hybrid nanofluid while H2O
as the base fluid. It is well known that it has numerous uses
in engineering cosmetics, automotive industry, home in-
dustry, for cancer treatment, food packaging, pharma-
ceuticals, fabrics, paper plastics, paints, ceramics, food
colorants, and soaps as well. Also, the comparison between
HAM and NDSolve solution is computed for f(η), f′(η)

and θ(η).
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2. Mathematical Modeling

Here, we assume a steady two-dimensional boundary layer
MHDhybrid nanofluid and stagnation point flowwithmelting
heat transfer and second-order slip toward a stretching surface.
*e surface velocities and external flow of the stretching
surface are, respectively, defined as uw(x) � cx, ue(x) � ωx

(x)�ωx, whereω and c are constants.*emelting surface and
ambient temperature are, respectively, represented by Tm and
T∞, where Tm <T∞. *e governing equations and boundary
conditions can be written in the following way (seeWaini et al.
[37] and Walelign et al. [38]):
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Here, u and v represent the velocity term in the direction
of x- and y-axes, respectively, and the temperature and
latent heat of the hybrid nanofluid are indicated by T and L.
Equation (5) shows the melting surface condition which is
introduced by Roberts [39] in which cs denotes heat ca-
pacity. Further, dynamic viscosity, thermal conductivity,
heat capacity, and density of the hybrid nanofluid are
represented, respectively, by μhnf, khnf, (ρCp)hnf, and ρhnf.

Moreover, the slip velocity uslip is introduced by [40] and
defined as
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*e similarity transformation of this study is defined as
follows:
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Using equation (7) into equations (2)–(4), we get a set of
nonlinear ODEs:
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Dimensionless form of boundary conditions is as
follows:
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Here, prime represents differentiation in terms of η, ]f is
kinematic viscosity of the fluid, Pr is Prandtl number, λ is
stretching parameter, 0≤ α (first order) and 0≥ β (second
order) are the dimensionless velocity slip parameters, M1 is
melting parameter, E is electric parameter, M is magnetic
parameter, and Ec is Eckert number, which is determined as
follows:
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3. Physical Quantities

Here, the subscripts hnf, nf, and f indicate hybrid nano-
fluids, nanofluids, and fluids, respectively, while the volume
fraction of nanoparticles (Al2O3) and (Cu) are denoted by ϕ1
and ϕ2 and there solid components are represented by n1 and
n2. *e skin friction coefficient (Cf) and the local Nusselt
number (Nux) are the most important physical variables in
this problem that can be interpreted as follows:
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Here, the symbol τw is shear stress of the stretching
surface and qw is the heat flux, which is described as follows:
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Substituting equation (13) into equation (12), we get
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Using equations (7) and (14), we obtained
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Here, Rex � uex/]f is the local Reynolds number.

4. HAM Solution

Optimal method is used for the solution procedure. *e
nonlinear ODEs (8) and (9) with boundary constraint (10)
are solved through HAM. Mathematica program is

accomplished for this process. *e basic derivations of the
modeled equations through HAM are detailed below.
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*e consistent nonlinear operator is appropriately
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For equations (8) and (9), the 0th-order system is written
as follows:
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BCs are as follows:
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*e embedded constraint ζ ∈ [0, 1] is utilized to control
the solution convergence Zf

and Zθ
, when ζ � 0 and ζ � 1,

and then we have the following:
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f(1; η) � f(η),

θ(1; η) � θ(η).
(21)

For ζ � 0, expand f(ζ; η) and θ(ζ; η) through Taylor’s
expansion:
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5. Result and Discussion

*e purpose of this section is to go through the physical
factors of figures and tables, as well as to explain the true
process behind the flow and temperature variations caused
by physical variables M, Q, β, ϕ1 � ϕ2, Ec, and Pr. A set of
nonlinear ODEs (8) and (9) along with boundary constraints
(10) are solved analytically using semianalytical techniques
HAM in Mathematica software. *e computed numerical
results of f′(η) and θ(η) are achieved for different values of
emerging parameters involved in the equations, like velocity

slip parameter, magnetic field parameter, electric field pa-
rameter, volume fraction parameter, Eckert number, and
Prandtl number. Graphical representation of physical flow
model is shown in Figure 1 while graphical solution for
velocity and temperature gradient is discussed in Figures 2–9.
*e velocity graphs for different values of M, β, and E are
shown in Figures 2–4. It is seen from Figure 2 that f′(η)

decreased for increasing the values of M with other pa-
rameters is fixed. It is obvious that the magnetic field depends
on Lorentz force, which is stronger for a larger magnetic field.
*erefore, velocity profile declines with more magnetic field.
*e effect of slip parameter on f′(η) is depicted in Figure 3.
As we decrease the values of slip parameter as a result velocity
profiles increase. Figure 4 shows that when the value of E

increases velocity profile of hybrid nanofluids improves
significantly. It is the fact that the Lorentz force increasing as a
result of electric field acts as an accelerating force that reduces
the frictional resistance which causes to change the stream-
lines far from the linear stretching sheet.

Temperature graphs for different values of emerging
parameters M, E, Ec, Pr, and ϕ1 � ϕ2 are shown in
Figures 5–9. Figure 5 indicates a comparative analysis of
θ(η) for (Al2O3 − Cu)/H2O against different values of M. It
is observed that temperature gradient rises with increasing
values of M. Physically, this is due to the external magnetic
field’s retarding behavior, which generates an opposite
Lorentz force, which suppresses momentum transfer and
improves the thermal boundary layer’s viscosity.

*e impact of electric field parameter on θ(η) is shown
in Figure 6. *e temperature profile enhances with rise in
the values of electric field. Due to Lorentz effect, the electric
field accelerates fluid temperature and thermal boundary
layers.

*e graphical result of temperature gradient for
(Al2O3 − Cu)/H2O against Eckert number (Ec) when
ϕ1 � ϕ2 � 0.03, Pr� 6.4, E � 0.6, and M � 0.8 is present in
Figure 7. It is seen that the values of Ec enhance. Physically,
Eckert number is the ratio of kinetic energy to the specific
enthalpy difference between wall and fluid. *erefore, an
increase in Eckert number causes the transformation of
kinetic energy into internal energy by work that is done
against the viscous fluid stresses. Due to this, increasing Ec
enhances the temperature of the fluid. *e effect of Pr on
temperature field is shown in Figure 8. *is happens ba-
sically because high values of Prandtl number relate to
weak thermal diffusivity, which upshots in a thinner
thermal boundary layer. As a matter of fact, intensification
in the Prandtl number infers an upsurge in fluid viscosity,
which consecutively causes deterioration in temperature
distribution. Hence, Pr can be used to upturn the rate of
cooling in flows. *e influence of ϕ1 and ϕ2 (volume
fractions of Al2O3 + H2O and Cu+ H2O hybrid nano-
particles, respectively) on θ(η) is depicted in Figure 9. For
both types of nanoparticles, it is discovered that the fluid
temperature rises as ϕ1 � ϕ2 increases. *e specific heat
capacity of nanoliquid is physically reduced as the credit of
ϕ1 � ϕ2 increases. Furthermore, it boosts nanoliquid ther-
mal expansion; therefore, temperature field rises with the
rise of ϕ1 � ϕ2.
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*ermophysical characteristics of nanofluid and hybrid
nanofluid are defined in Table 1, while (Cu) thermophysical
characteristics along with (Al2O3) and (H2O) are given in
Table 2. *e numerical result of skin friction coefficient for
different embedded parameters is presented in Table 3. We
illustrate that the values of skin friction enhanced for more
magnetic field and volume fraction. In fact, magnetic field
produces more resistive type force against the fluid flow, and
hybrid nanofluids have a higher density than ordinary fluids.
Further, Cf declines, when values of E enhanced. It is seen
that Cf also decreased as we decreased values of β. *e
numerical solution of local Nusselt number against various

values of M, Q, E, Ec, Pr, and ϕ1 � ϕ2 is shown in Table 4.
Increasing values of M, Q, E, Ec, and ϕ1 � ϕ2 boots up the
Nusselt number while decreased for more values of Pr.
Comparison between HAM and NDSolve solution for f(η),
f′(η), and θ(η) is shown in Table 5. Hybrid nanofluid has
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Figure 8: Temperature gradient corresponds to different values of Pr.
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Table 2: Cu thermophysical characteristics along with Al2O3 and H2O [42].

*ermophysical characteristics Al2O3 Cu H2O

ρ(kg/m3) 3970 8933 997.1
Cp(J/kgK) 765 385 4179
k (W/mK) 40 400 0.613
β1 × 105(1/K) 0.85 I.67 21

Table 3: Numerical solution of Re1/2x Cf � μhnf/μff′′(0) for various values of M, E, β, and ϕ1 � ϕ2.

M E β ϕ1 � ϕ2
Re1/2x Cf � μhnf/μff′′(0)

First solution Second solution

0.8 0.3 −1.0 0.01 1.6213508 1.5142383
1.0 1.6543042 1.5735209
1.5 1.6650136 1.5910754

0.3 1.2321081 1.1436517
0.6 1.2205727 1.1252333
0.9 1.2052157 1.1104628

−1.0 1.1267062 1.0167801
−2.0 1.1052316 0.8486314
−3.0 1.0342501 0.6340932

0.01 0.9236189 1.5159406
0.02 1.4527824 1.8727814
0.03 1.5348957 2.0302805

Table 4: Numerical solution of Re−1/2
x Nux � −khnf/kfθ′(0) for various values of M, Q, Pr, E, Ec, and ϕ1 �ϕ2.

M Q Pr E Ec ϕ1 �ϕ2
Re1/2x Nux � −khnf/kfθ′(0)

First solution Second solution

0.8 0.5 6.4 0.7 0.5 0.01 0.7874521 1.2542597
1.0 0.7663643 1.2345208
1.2 0.7586801 1.2169017

0.5 1.1323406 1.1205636
1.0 1.1052164 0.9021037
1.5 1.0364381 0.8170671

6.4 1.3484059 1.3482139
6.5 1.4430045 1.3676202
6.6 1.4773406 1.3755261

0.2 1.1060213 2.4385033
0.4 1.0705325 2.3635328
0.6 0.8705766 2.3052406

0.3 0.9609555 2.3310675
0.7 0.9498006 2.3165059
0.9 0.8779701 2.3008414

0.01 1.5213907 1.0720828
0.02 1.5028026 0.9721585
0.03 1.5006208 0.9520008

Table 5: Comparison between HAM and NDSolve solution.

η
f(η) f′(η) θ(η)

HAM NDSolve HAM NDSolve HAM NDSolve
0 0 0 0.045639405 0.045639394 0.254 0.254
0.5 0.020450172 0.020450164 0.097702304 0.097702295 0.208120116 0.208120102
1.0 0.021416272 0.021416265 0.105158029 0.105158016 0.209405201 0.209405182
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been found to be more efficient in increasing heat absorption
or generation rates as compared to conventional fluids.

ϕ1 � 0.01,

ϕ2 � 0.01,

E � 0.3,

Ec � 1.1,

Pr � 6.4,

M � 0.8,

Q � 0.5.

(26)

6. Conclusion

An analysis of the steady 2D boundary layer MHD stag-
nation point flow of hybrid nanofluid over a stretching/
shrinking sheet is examined in this study. Electric field,
second-order slip, and melting heat transfer are considered.
*e boundary layer governing equations are transformed to
nonlinear ordinary differential equations using similarity
transformations and then solved by HAM. Influence of
several variables on velocity and temperature is scrutinized.
Numerical outcomes of velocity gradient and heat transfer
rates against various parameters are deliberated. Also,
comparison between HAM and NDSolve solution is com-
puted. Some significant aspects throughout this report skew
our judgment on the following remarks:

(i) Increasing values of electric field enhanced f′(η),
while more magnetic field decreased f′(η).

(ii) As we decrease the values of slip parameter as a
result f′(η) boots up while Cf declines.

(iii) More values of M, Q, E, Ec, and ϕ1 � ϕ2 enhanced
temperature profile, while high Prandtl number Pr
declines θ(η).

(iv) Skin friction boots up for more magnetic field and
volume frictions while decreases as we increase
electric field parameter.

(v) High values of M, Q, E, Ec, and ϕ1 � ϕ2 enhanced
the local Nusselt number.

(vi) High estimation of Prandtl number reduces Nux.
(vii) In comparison with conventional fluids, hybrid

nanofluids are quick agents for thermal analysis
study, according to the findings.

(viii) *e current findings are limited to the use of (Cu)
and (Al2O3) nanoparticles in combination. Other
researchers, on the additional hand, may expand
the study to include other hybrid nanofluids or
physical factors in order to obtain the desired
result.

Notation

u: Velocity term with respect to x-axis
v: Velocity term with respect to y-axis
ue: Free stream velocity (ms-1)
uw: Surface velocity (ms-1)
f(η): Dimensionless stream function
L: Latent heat of the fluid (Jkg-1)
Cp: Specific heat at constant pressure (Jkg-1K-1)
k: *ermal conductivity (Wm-1K-1)
cs: Heat capacity of surface (kgm-1s-2)
Pr: Prandtl number
Rex: Local Reynolds number
Nux: Local Nusselt number
Ec: Eckert number
M: Magnetic parameter
E: Electric parameter
Q: Heat absorption parameter
β: Velocity slip parameter
ω, c: Constant
T: Temperature of the fluid (K)
Tm: Surface temperature (K)
ρ: Density of fluid (kgm-3)
n1: Solid component of (Al2O3)

μ: Dynamic viscosity of fluid (kgm-1s-1)
θ: Dimensionless temperature
ρCp: Heat capacity of fluid (JK-1m-3)
]: Kinematic viscosity of fluid (m2s-1)

Table 5: Continued.

η
f(η) f′(η) θ(η)

HAM NDSolve HAM NDSolve HAM NDSolve
1.5 0.021750481 0.021750471 0.107420204 0.107420192 0.217165026 0.217165007
2.0 0.022067245 0.022067232 0.109330074 0.109330058 0.218410128 0.218410115
2.5 0.025150151 0.025150145 0.116018154 0.116018145 0.219040166 0.219040149
3.0 0.026948161 0.026948152 0.117341044 0.117341032 0.220512221 0.220512213
3.5 0.028320341 0.028320333 0.119318774 0.119318749 0.222096096 0.222096057
4.0 0.029670405 0.029670385 0.124631244 0.124631225 0.238425621 0.238425611
4.5 0.105450161 0.105450152 0.140581204 0.140581175 0.248059096 0.248059067
5.0 0.108250325 0.108250318 0.142054024 0.142054015 0.257521616 0.257521599
5.5 0.117261209 0.117261192 0.143486343 0.143486315 0.258049316 0.258049297
6.0 0.122631101 0.122631092 0.145783104 0.145783086 0.266089225 0.266089201
6.5 0.134707161 0.134707148 0.146435034 0.146435025 0.270104196 0.270104147
7.0 0.135707551 0.135707549 0.147049144 0.147049127 0.295086326 0.295086301
7.5 0.142720621 0.142720602 0.148220494 0.148220413 0.298138418 0.298138402
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x, y: Cartesian coordinate
ψ: Stream function
τw: Shear stress
qw: Heat flux
ϕ1: Nanoparticles volume fraction for alumina (Al2O3)

ϕ2: Nanoparticles volume fraction for copper (Cu)
f: Base fluids
nf: Nanofluids
hnf: Hybrid nanofluids
η: Similarity variable
n2: Solid component of (Cu)
t: Time
T0: Reference temperature (K)
T∞: Ambient temperature (K).
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